A theory, which exhibits the characteristic features of scatterings initiated by two coherent beams, is discussed in the present paper. Mfe 
I. }NTRODUCTtON The subject of this paper is scattering initiated by two coherent beams. We are quite familiar with coherent beams of light. They 
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The conventional differential cross section has the form do(k, ;n}=[f(R, ;n))'dA"-. 
coherent and conventional scatterings. Before scattering, the coherent beams extinguish one another, the total incident flux is the independent sum (2.9) (I +[a (') 
is the conventional total cross section. For k, =k" the two coherent beams reduce to a single beam, and Eq. (2.12) becomes
In Sec. II, a general theory of the coherent potential scattering was studied. In further study we will be more specific on the form of the potential. At the present the spherical potential is considered. In this case the amplitude f(k, ;n) and differential cross section do(K, ;n) in Eq. (2.8) depend only on the angle between n; and n: (2.14)
The scattering amplitude satisfies the optical theorem f(k; n) =f, (n; n) dc(k;~n) =do"(n;~n) . 
xReaImf, (n,~n ) . Imf, (n, n, ) 
The absorption cross section, which describes the existence of inelastic processes, has the form' I' x[(1+I e I') + 2P, (n, n, ) Res], (3.13) (3.14)
x y,*"(n)[Y, (n, ) f(k"n;y) in the case of spheroidal scattering. The corresponding coherent scattering amplitude has the form Z ", (k"k,) = c",(k) + -(I + i a i ') '
x Rea Im f~(n, n, ) .
(3.18) F (k"k"n;y ) =f(k, ;n;y) +af (k"n;y) . ;n"g -f*k"n"y Imf, (n, *n2) 
where dZ '(k"k"n} and do) (n, n) (4.9) n f(k, ;n;!!) = -, g p l!" '-"l( }Sc"-(c, q, ) n=0 nt= n xS."-(c,q) (e"'-"' -1}e' "-' (', {4. 1O) where q, = n, y and q = n~y. The spheroidal coordinate system is chosen such that the z axis coincides with the orientation vector y. P and (II; are the azimuthal angles of vectors n and n; . The constant c(c =~k d) is related to the interfoca, l distance d of the spheroidal coordinates. The physical meaning of spheroidal phase shifts 6 "(k} where n,~n =n,~n. The equation expresses the fact that the mean imaginary part of the spheroidal scattering amplitude can be experimentally measured. In theory this is more easy to handle than the mean differential cross section. %'e shall proceed further.
For scattering by a, spheroidal potential, ' the spheroidal analysis is used and the scattering amplitude is expressed as Q Q S "(c,n; n) (e"'~~(" -1), i}t' "0 where S;t, , j=, , f k""-( k, k; jk""-(, kj 4m' -"(c) y e X (4.14)
The integration in Eq. (4.14) is rotationally invariant and depends on the relative angle between vectors n and n;. To evaluate the integration, "
we use the expansion S -"(c,n, n) = g b("" P, (n,~n}, ""-2l +1 l =0 (4.15) where b("= S -"(e,n, n}P,(n; n)dg-" S "-(c,n;~n)P, (n; n)dQ-"dQ-".
The function S""(e,nI~n) is real, which follows (4.16) F(k"k.,n;X~,X';;X') =f (k;n;X~, . X» ) +af(k"n;X~;X'») . (5.5) This relation is equivalent to the one in Eq. (2.7). It is customary' to write the scattering amplitude in the form f(k"n;Xz . ,X, ) = ( Xz I f, (n» n) + H~( n» x n) E(k"k;n;xf, x';;x'») =(x&l f, (n,~n) +ia (n, xn}g (n, n) Ix';&+a(x~l f»(nm. n»}+io (~xn)g» (n2 n) I x»& .
(5.7) The coherent differential cross section is dZ(k"k, ;n X~;X», X';) = (1+Ia I') '
I &(k"k2;n;Xg, x», x» )I'd0-"= (1+I a I') '(l f$"n;x», . x»}l'+I af (k&;n;Xf »x» ) I' +2Re[af (R"n;X~;Xm»)f *(k"n;X~;X'» }) }dO-".
(5.8)
If the final spin polarization is not observed, the coherent cross section has the form K(k"k"k', ;X*, )=I 22(k"k,;nk, ;2, ';Xl)=()~)a(*) '+2»e(faf(k, nk, ;2', . )f (k, nk"k, '))an-. 
